Order Product gives store associates the ability to order product by reviewing the order proposal on shelf, or to order products ad hoc by entering a quantity into the open input field for each product.

**Capabilities**
- View and revise order proposal items
- View information to support decision making
- Order products ad hoc
- New: Integration with SAP F&R
  - Consideration of order proposals in ERP that were generated by SAP F&R
  - Include (SAP F&R) exception information for filter, list and detail
  - Display further information that help to review/accept the automatically calculated quantity or the general product situation (interactive range of coverage, scheduling data)

**Prerequisite:** New SAP Order Process (offline and online), Documentation Note [2383635](#)

**Further Information:**
- Note [2067789](#)
- Fiori Reference Library [https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fi...](#)